Local distinguishability aggrandizing network for human anomaly detection.
With the growing demand for an intelligent system to prevent abnormal events, many methods have been proposed to detect and locate anomalous behaviors in surveillance videos. However, most of these methods contain two shortcomings mainly: distraction of the network and insufficient discriminating ability. In this paper, we propose a local distinguishability aggrandizing network (LDA-Net) in a supervised manner, consisting of a human detection module and an anomaly detection module. In the human detection module, we obtain segmented patches of specific human subjects and take them as the input of the latter module to focus the network on learning motion characteristics of each person. In addition, considering that the auxiliary information, such as the specific type of an action, can aggrandize the whole network to extract distinguishable detail features of normal and abnormal behaviors, the proposed anomaly detection module comprises a primary binary classification sub-branch and an auxiliary distinguishability aggrandizing sub-branch, through which we can jointly detect anomalies and recognize actions. To further reduce the misclassification of the extremely imbalanced datasets, we design a novel inhibition loss function and embed it into the auxiliary sub-branch of the anomaly detection module. Experiments on several public benchmark datasets for frame-level and pixel-level anomaly detection show that the proposed supervised LDA-Net achieves state-of-the-art results on UCSD Ped2 and Subway Exit datasets.